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About us
e-stance is a rapid growing company which deals in developing customized software for all kinds of sectors in the industry.
Let it be a manufacturing unit, Service industry, Pharma company, Infrastructure or in the field of Medicine.
We also provide web solutions like web site designing, website registration and various other services related to World Wide
Web. We assure you we will always be there to help you manage your business with the help of our customized software's.
The directors of e-stance are highly educated having achieved highest degree in education. They are also rich with work
experience, having worked in various industry sectors like India's one of the biggest vehicle manufactures, worlds largest
NGO, Life sciences company and reputed IT companies.
Hence you can always bank on e-stance for world class quality and valuable software solutions which will help your company
to achieve high end performance with 100% productivity.

Services
Business solutions:
E-stance provides both end-to-end solutions - from requirements
gathering to application development and maintenance meeting
user's requirements.

Customized application development
E-stance deals with challenges of custom software solutions which
provide reliable, quality customized web application development
using Asp.net, HTML and other programming services. Contact us
now to get more information
Technology consulting
E-stance develops breakthrough products and provides business
consulting in technology critical issues for clients.
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Design and branding:
e-stance is a company that also focuses on creating high end custom design and development solutions for many leading
brands and companies the world over. Set up with a mission to fill a serious void of originality and discipline amongst local
service providers we quickly set over selves apart with our breakthrough design concepts and were amongst the first of our
time to adopt new technologies.
Estance provides design solutions such as, logo branding, brouchers, advertising and all print media design and
development.

Web solutions:
e-stance offers unique web designing services. We excel in creating websites
which are easy to navigate, beautiful graphics and comprehensive. We have
created and launched many successful sites since our inception for various
types of business. Our work team consists of creatively and technically brilliant
web designers who can appeal to your sense of style and work towards turning
your ideas into reality.

Product engineering
“Product engineering is a discipline which deals with Design and
Manufacturing of a Product.”
Product engineering deals with the issues of cost, productivity, quality,
performance, reliability, serviceability and user features to make the resulting
product attractive to its intended market and a successful contributor to the
business of the organization that intends to offer the product to that market.

Business optimizing solutions
Our goal is to help our clients to optimize their business
performance.
By balancing and aligning business priorities and IT
processes, IT optimization solutions can help achieve both
of these goals

Software testing
Software testing helps to find bugs in a project with the
knowledge of Software Testing, Testing Tools and
Techniques, approaches and methodologies.
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